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Abstract. The interstellar medium in our Galaxy is very inhomogeneus. The interstellar

gas and dust are distributed irregularly in clouds, filaments arcs, bubbles and superstructures of different density from very high to extremely low. The knowledge of the spatial
distribution of these features is of capital importance for different areas of the galactic and
extragalactic astronomy. We present here a tool, developped in the frame of the Spanish
Virtual Observatory, to know the variation of the extinction in any observing direction.
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1. Introduction
Maps of the spacial distribution of interstellar reddening traditionally were based in individual stellar data (FitzGerald,1968; Neckel
et al.,1980; Arenou et al, 1990) but, due to
the scarcity of good quality distance measurements, many theoretical models have been
developed which must be tested with real

Fig. 1. Entering object query or coordinates in the
SVO tool “Extinction Map”.

data. The huge quantity of observational data

(Hipparcos, Tycho, SDSS, ASCC,...), from
ground and from the space, published in the
last few years will make now possible this
effort. We are going to make all this available data accesible from the spanish virtual
observatory through a page with easy and
quick access. We present here a tool to visualize the distribution of the interstellar extinction. Using published photometric, spectroscopic and trigonometric data we have built
a database of published and calculated by us
distances and reddenings of 200 000 stars and
growing. Open and globular clusters are added,
being part of the data base. In the framework of
the Spanish Virtual Observatory we have developed a tool called ”Extinction Map” that allows queries to the database by name or coordinates and provides as output, extinctionrelated data (distance, Av, Rv and E(B-V) . If
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methods. If uncertainties are provided you can
delete from the list the worst values and made
the representation again, but uncertainties are
only provided for the very recent observations.
Clicking on the column cat you may find the
origin of the data and information about the
original values. In the figure (Fig. 4) we have
the Aitoff projection of the stars present by today on the database.
Many more published catalogues and our
own computed distances and reddenings will
be soon implemented and will be continuosly
implemented.

3. Potentiality
Fig. 2. Partial list of the objects found by the SVO
tool “Extinction Map” around the entered coordinates or object name.

the queried object is not in the database, the
system returns the information of all the stars
located within a cone of variable radius.

2. Query by coordinates
We show here a preliminary example of a
query. You enter the coordinates of the region of interest (Fig. 1) and the SVO tool provides you with a list of the stars present in the
database inside a cone of radius chosen (Fig.
2). Also it provides with a representation of visual absorption versus distance and a second
representation of the stellar coordinates (Fig.
3).
You may find in your search that certain stars have been studied by different researchers at different times or with different

The interstellar extinction law shows a sharp
rise in the extinction value from the visible
towards the ultraviolet. Being able to know
the proper amount of reddening in front of
any astronomical object observed in the optical and specially in the UV is fundamental and
more and more important as we go towards
smaller wavelengths. Other potential users of
this tool are astronomers whose objects by its
intrinsic characteristics are not suitable to obtain easily the E(B-V) and therefore its distance. A preliminary version of this tool is
available as a web page (http://svo2.cab.
inta-csic.es/theory/exmap/) and also as
a ConeSearch Virtual Observatory service.
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Fig. 3. Left: Representation of visual absorption versus distance, and Right: representation of the stellar
coordinates.

Fig. 4. Aitoff projection of the stars present by today on the database.

